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Frontiers in Statistical Quality Control 11
A succinct review of the essential concepts of organometallic chemistry, enriched throughout with examples that
demonstrate how our understanding of organometallic chemistry has led to new applications in research and industry - not
least in relation to catalysis.

Probability and Statistics for Engineers and Scientists
Montgomery and Runger's bestselling engineering statistics text provides a practical approach oriented to engineering as
well as chemical and physical sciences. By providing unique problem sets that reflect realistic situations, students learn how
the material will be relevant in their careers. With a focus on how statistical tools are integrated into the engineering
problem-solving process, all major aspects of engineering statistics are covered. Developed with sponsorship from the
National Science Foundation, this text incorporates many insights from the authors' teaching experience along with
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feedback from numerous adopters of previous editions.

Applied Statistics and Probability for Engineers
Run-to-run (R2R) control is cutting-edge technology that allows modification of a product recipe between machine "runs,"
thereby minimizing process drift, shift, and variability-and with them, costs. Its effectiveness has been demonstrated in a
variety of processes, such as vapor phase epitaxy, lithography, and chemical mechanical planarization. The only barrier to
the semiconductor industry's widespread adoption of this highly effective process control is a lack of understanding of the
technology. Run to Run Control in Semiconductor Manufacturing overcomes that barrier by offering in-depth analyses of
R2R control.

Introduction to Regression Analysis
Master Statistical Quality Control using JMP ! Using examples from the popular textbook by Douglas Montgomery,
Introduction to Statistical Quality Control: A JMP Companion demonstrates the powerful Statistical Quality Control (SQC)
tools found in JMP. Geared toward students and practitioners of SQC who are using these techniques to monitor and
improve products and processes, this companion provides step-by-step instructions on how to use JMP to generate the
output and solutions found in Montgomery’s book. The authors combine their many years of experience as passionate
practitioners of SQC and their expertise using JMP to highlight the recent advances in JMP’s Analyze menu, and in particular,
Quality and Process. Key JMP platforms include: Control Chart Builder CUSUM Control Chart Control Chart (XBar, IR, P, NP, C,
U, UWMA, EWMA, CUSUM) Process Screening Process Capability Measurement System Analysis Time Series Multivariate
Control Chart Multivariate and Principal Components Distribution For anyone who wants to learn how to use JMP to more
easily explore data using tools associated with Statistical Process Control, Process Capability Analysis, Measurement System
Analysis, Advanced Statistical Process Control, and Process Health Assessment, this book is a must!

Statistical quality control
The intensive use of automatic data acquisition system and the use of cloud computing for process monitoring have led to
an increased occurrence of industrial processes that utilize statistical process control and capability analysis. These
analyses are performed almost exclusively with multivariate methodologies. The aim of this Brief is to present the most
important MSQC techniques developed in R language. The book is divided into two parts. The first part contains the basic R
elements, an introduction to statistical procedures, and the main aspects related to Statistical Quality Control (SQC). The
second part covers the construction of multivariate control charts, the calculation of Multivariate Capability Indices.
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JMP Essentials
Probability and Statistics in Engineering and Management Science
Engineering Statistics, Student Solutions Manual
* End-of-chapter summaries reinforce the main topics and goals of the chapter.

INTRODUCTION TO STATISTICAL QUALITY CONTROL.
In order to apply regression analysis effectively, it is necessary to understand both the underlying theory and its practical
application. This book explores conventional topics as well as recent practical developments, linking theory with application.
Intended to continue from where most basic statistics texts end, it is designed primarily for advanced undergraduates,
graduate students and researchers in various fields of engineering, chemical and physical sciences, mathematical sciences
and statistics.

Introduction to Statistical Process Control
Very Good,No Highlights or Markup,all pages are intact.

Multivariate Statistical Quality Control Using R
As the Solutions Manual, this book is meant to accompany the main title, Introduction to Linear Regression Analysis, Fifth
Edition. Clearly balancing theory with applications, this book describes both the conventional and less common uses of
linear regression in the practical context of today's mathematical and scientific research. Beginning with a general
introduction to regression modeling, including typical applications, the book then outlines a host of technical tools that form
the linear regression analytical arsenal, including: basic inference procedures and introductory aspects of model adequacy
checking; how transformations and weighted least squares can be used to resolve problems of model inadequacy; how to
deal with influential observations; and polynomial regression models and their variations. The book also includes material
on regression models with autocorrelated errors, bootstrapping regression estimates, classification and regression trees,
and regression model validation.
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Engineering Economic Analysis
Innovative Control Charting
This Student Solutions Manual is meant to accompany the trusted guide to the statistical methods for quality control,
Introduction to Statistical Quality Control, Sixth Edition. Quality control and improvement is more than an engineering
concern. Quality has become a major business strategy for increasing productivity and gaining competitive advantage.
Introduction to Statistical Quality Control, Sixth Edition gives you a sound understanding of the principles of statistical
quality control (SQC) and how to apply them in a variety of situations for quality control and improvement. With this text,
you'll learn how to apply state-of-the-art techniques for statistical process monitoring and control, design experiments for
process characterization and optimization, conduct process robustness studies, and implement quality management
techniques.

Generalized Linear Models
The business, commercial and public-sector world has changed dramatically since John Oakland wrote the first edition of
Statistical Process Control – a practical guide in the mid-eighties. Then people were rediscovering statistical methods of
‘quality control’ and the book responded to an often desperate need to find out about the techniques and use them on data.
Pressure over time from organizations supplying directly to the consumer, typically in the automotive and high technology
sectors, forced those in charge of the supplying production and service operations to think more about preventing problems
than how to find and fix them. Subsequent editions retained the ‘took kit’ approach of the first but included some of the
‘philosophy’ behind the techniques and their use. The theme which runs throughout the 7th edition is still processes - that
require understanding, have variation, must be properly controlled, have a capability, and need improvement - the five
sections of this new edition. SPC never has been and never will be simply a ‘took kit’ and in this book the authors provide,
not only the instructional guide for the tools, but communicate the management practices which have become so vital to
success in organizations throughout the world. The book is supported by the authors' extensive and latest consulting work
within thousands of organisations worldwide. Fully updated to include real-life case studies, new research based on client
work from an array of industries, and integration with the latest computer methods and Minitab software, the book also
retains its valued textbook quality through clear learning objectives and end of chapter discussion questions. It can still
serve as a textbook for both student and practicing engineers, scientists, technologists, managers and for anyone wishing
to understand or implement modern statistical process control techniques.
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Introduction to Statistical Quality Control 7e with Student Solutions Manual and Minitab 17
Set
A unique approach to understanding the foundations of statistical quality control with a focus on the latest developments in
nonparametric control charting methodologies Statistical Process Control (SPC) methods have a long and successful history
and have revolutionized many facets of industrial production around the world. This book addresses recent developments in
statistical process control bringing the modern use of computers and simulations along with theory within the reach of both
the researchers and practitioners. The emphasis is on the burgeoning field of nonparametric SPC (NSPC) and the many new
methodologies developed by researchers worldwide that are revolutionizing SPC. Over the last several years research in
SPC, particularly on control charts, has seen phenomenal growth. Control charts are no longer confined to manufacturing
and are now applied for process control and monitoring in a wide array of applications, from education, to environmental
monitoring, to disease mapping, to crime prevention. This book addresses quality control methodology, especially control
charts, from a statistician’s viewpoint, striking a careful balance between theory and practice. Although the focus is on the
newer nonparametric control charts, the reader is first introduced to the main classes of the parametric control charts and
the associated theory, so that the proper foundational background can be laid. Reviews basic SPC theory and terminology,
the different types of control charts, control chart design, sample size, sampling frequency, control limits, and more Focuses
on the distribution-free (nonparametric) charts for the cases in which the underlying process distribution is unknown
Provides guidance on control chart selection, choosing control limits and other quality related matters, along with all
relevant formulas and tables Uses computer simulations and graphics to illustrate concepts and explore the latest research
in SPC Offering a uniquely balanced presentation of both theory and practice, Nonparametric Methods for Statistical Quality
Control is a vital resource for students, interested practitioners, researchers, and anyone with an appropriate background in
statistics interested in learning about the foundations of SPC and latest developments in NSPC.

Organometallics and Catalysis
An Introduction to the Fundamentals and History of Control Charts, Applications, and Guidelines for Implementation
Introduction to Statistical Process Control examines various types of control charts that are typically used by engineering
students and practitioners. This book helps readers develop a better understanding of the history, implementation, and usecases. Students are presented with varying control chart techniques, information, and roadmaps to ensure their control
charts are operating efficiently and producing specification-confirming products. This is the essential text on the theories
and applications behind statistical methods and control procedures. This eight-chapter reference breaks information down
into digestible sections and covers topics including: ● An introduction to the basics as well as a background of control
charts ● Widely used and newly researched attributes of control charts, including guidelines for implementation ● The
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process capability index for both normal and non-normal distribution via the sampling of multiple dependent states ● An
overview of attribute control charts based on memory statistics ● The development of control charts using EQMA statistics
For a solid understanding of control methodologies and the basics of quality assurance, Introduction to Statistical Process
Control is a definitive reference designed to be read by practitioners and students alike. It is an essential textbook for those
who want to explore quality control and systems design.

Statistical Process Control in Automated Manufacturing
Despite almost a century of research and extension efforts, soil erosion by water, wind and tillage continues to be the
greatest threat to soil health and soil ecosystem services in many regions of the world. Our understanding of the physical
processes of erosion and the controls on those processes has been firmly established. Nevertheless, some elements remain
controversial. It is often these controversial questions that hamper efforts to implement sound erosion control measures in
many areas of the world. This book, released in the framework of the Global Symposium on Soil Erosion (15-17 May 2019)
reviews the state-of-the-art information related to all topics related to soil erosion.

Design and Analysis of Experiments
Companion volume to: Design and analysis of experiments / Douglas C. Montgomery. 8th ed.

Solutions Manual to accompany Introduction to Linear Regression Analysis
The main focus of this edited volume is on three major areas of statistical quality control: statistical process control (SPC),
acceptance sampling and design of experiments. The majority of the papers deal with statistical process control, while
acceptance sampling and design of experiments are also treated to a lesser extent. The book is organized into four
thematic parts, with Part I addressing statistical process control. Part II is devoted to acceptance sampling. Part III covers
the design of experiments, while Part IV discusses related fields. The twenty-three papers in this volume stem from The
11th International Workshop on Intelligent Statistical Quality Control, which was held in Sydney, Australia from August 20 to
August 23, 2013. The event was hosted by Professor Ross Sparks, CSIRO Mathematics, Informatics and Statistics, North
Ryde, Australia and was jointly organized by Professors S. Knoth, W. Schmid and Ross Sparks. The papers presented here
were carefully selected and reviewed by the scientific program committee, before being revised and adapted for this
volume.

Douglas Montgomery's Introduction to Statistical Quality Control
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Lean production, has long been regarded as critical to business success in many industries. Over the last ten years,
instruction in six sigma has been increasingly linked with learning about the elements of lean production. Introduction to
Engineering Statistics and Lean Sigma builds on the success of its first edition (Introduction to Engineering Statistics and Six
Sigma) to reflect the growing importance of the "lean sigma" hybrid. As well as providing detailed definitions and case
studies of all six sigma methods, Introduction to Engineering Statistics and Lean Sigma forms one of few sources on the
relationship between operations research techniques and lean sigma. Readers will be given the information necessary to
determine which sigma methods to apply in which situation, and to predict why and when a particular method may not be
effective. Methods covered include: • control charts and advanced control charts, • failure mode and effects analysis, •
Taguchi methods, • gauge R&R, and • genetic algorithms. The second edition also greatly expands the discussion of Design
For Six Sigma (DFSS), which is critical for many organizations that seek to deliver desirable products that work first time. It
incorporates recently emerging formulations of DFSS from industry leaders and offers more introductory material on the
design of experiments, and on two level and full factorial experiments, to help improve student intuition-building and
retention. The emphasis on lean production, combined with recent methods relating to Design for Six Sigma (DFSS), makes
Introduction to Engineering Statistics and Lean Sigma a practical, up-to-date resource for advanced students, educators,
and practitioners.

Statistical Process Control
A major tool for quality control and management, statistical process control (SPC) monitors sequential processes, such as
production lines and Internet traffic, to ensure that they work stably and satisfactorily. Along with covering traditional
methods, Introduction to Statistical Process Control describes many recent SPC methods that improve upon

JMP Start Statistics
Praise for the First Edition "The obvious enthusiasm of Myers, Montgomery, and Vining and their reliance on their many
examples as a major focus of their pedagogy make Generalized Linear Models a joy to read. Every statistician working in
any area of applied science should buy it and experience the excitement of these new approaches to familiar activities."
—Technometrics Generalized Linear Models: With Applications in Engineering and the Sciences, Second Edition continues to
provide a clear introduction to the theoretical foundations and key applications of generalized linear models (GLMs).
Maintaining the same nontechnical approach as its predecessor, this update has been thoroughly extended to include the
latest developments, relevant computational approaches, and modern examples from the fields of engineering and physical
sciences. This new edition maintains its accessible approach to the topic by reviewing the various types of problems that
support the use of GLMs and providing an overview of the basic, related concepts such as multiple linear regression,
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nonlinear regression, least squares, and the maximum likelihood estimation procedure. Incorporating the latest
developments, new features of this Second Edition include: A new chapter on random effects and designs for GLMs A
thoroughly revised chapter on logistic and Poisson regression, now with additional results on goodness of fit testing,
nominal and ordinal responses, and overdispersion A new emphasis on GLM design, with added sections on designs for
regression models and optimal designs for nonlinear regression models Expanded discussion of weighted least squares,
including examples that illustrate how to estimate the weights Illustrations of R code to perform GLM analysis The authors
demonstrate the diverse applications of GLMs through numerous examples, from classical applications in the fields of
biology and biopharmaceuticals to more modern examples related to engineering and quality assurance. The Second
Edition has been designed to demonstrate the growing computational nature of GLMs, as SAS®, Minitab®, JMP®, and R
software packages are used throughout the book to demonstrate fitting and analysis of generalized linear models, perform
inference, and conduct diagnostic checking. Numerous figures and screen shots illustrating computer output are provided,
and a related FTP site houses supplementary material, including computer commands and additional data sets. Generalized
Linear Models, Second Edition is an excellent book for courses on regression analysis and regression modeling at the upperundergraduate and graduate level. It also serves as a valuable reference for engineers, scientists, and statisticians who
must understand and apply GLMs in their work.

Nonparametric Statistical Process Control
With a growing number of scientists and engineers using JMP software for design of experiments, there is a need for an
example-driven book that supports the most widely used textbook on the subject, Design and Analysis of Experiments by
Douglas C. Montgomery. Design and Analysis of Experiments by Douglas Montgomery: A Supplement for Using JMP meets
this need and demonstrates all of the examples from the Montgomery text using JMP. In addition to scientists and
engineers, undergraduate and graduate students will benefit greatly from this book. While users need to learn the theory,
they also need to learn how to implement this theory efficiently on their academic projects and industry problems. In this
first book of its kind using JMP software, Rushing, Karl and Wisnowski demonstrate how to design and analyze experiments
for improving the quality, efficiency, and performance of working systems using JMP. Topics include JMP software, twosample t-test, ANOVA, regression, design of experiments, blocking, factorial designs, fractional-factorial designs, central
composite designs, Box-Behnken designs, split-plot designs, optimal designs, mixture designs, and 2 k factorial designs. JMP
platforms used include Custom Design, Screening Design, Response Surface Design, Mixture Design, Distribution, Fit Y by X,
Matched Pairs, Fit Model, and Profiler. With JMP software, Montgomery’s textbook, and Design and Analysis of Experiments
by Douglas Montgomery: A Supplement for Using JMP, users will be able to fit the design to the problem, instead of fitting
the problem to the design. This book is part of the SAS Press program.
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Design and Analysis of Experiments by Douglas Montgomery
Grasp the essentials of JMP to generate rapid results. JMP Essentials: An Illustrated Guide for New Users, Third Edition, is
designed for new or novice JMP users who need to generate meaningful analysis quickly. The book focuses on the most
commonly used platforms and typical workflow of the user, from data importing, exploring, and visualizing to modeling and
sharing results with others. Throughout the book, the authors emphasize results over theory, providing just the essential
steps with corresponding screenshots. In most cases, each section completes a JMP task, which maximizes the book’s utility
as a reference. This edition has new instructions and screenshots reflecting the features added to the latest release of JMP
software, including updated sections on JMP Dashboard Builder, Query Builder, the Fit Model platform, JMP Public and JMP
Live, and a more detailed look at the JMP website. Each chapter contains a family of features that are carefully crafted to
first introduce you to basic features and then move on to more advanced topics. JMP Essentials: An Illustrated Guide for
New Users, Third Edition, is the quickest and most accessible reference book available.

Soil erosion: the greatest challenge for sustainable soil management
It has recently become apparent that "quality" is quickly becoming the single most important factor for success and growth
in business. Companies achieving higher quality in their products through effective quality improvement programs enjoy a
significant competitive advantage. It is, therefore, essential for engineers responsible for design, devel

Student Solutions Manual to accompany Introduction to Statistical Quality Control
PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS FOR ENGINEERS AND SCIENTISTS, Fourth Edition, continues the student-oriented approach
that has made previous editions successful. As a teacher and researcher at a premier engineering school, author Tony
Hayter is in touch with engineers daily--and understands their vocabulary. The result of this familiarity with the professional
community is a clear and readable writing style that students understand and appreciate, as well as high-interest, relevant
examples and data sets that keep students' attention. A flexible approach to the use of computer tools, including tips for
using various software packages, allows instructors to choose the program that best suits their needs. At the same time,
substantial computer output (using MINITAB and other programs) gives students the necessary practice in interpreting
output. Extensive use of examples and data sets illustrates the importance of statistical data collection and analysis for
students in the fields of aerospace, biochemical, civil, electrical, environmental, industrial, mechanical, and textile
engineering, as well as for students in physics, chemistry, computing, biology, management, and mathematics. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
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Quality Improvement
This book provides an introduction to statistical process control in automated manufacturing and suggests implementation
strategies. It focuses on time series applications in statistical process control and explores the role of knowledge-based
systems in process control.

Introduction to Linear Regression Analysis
This Student Solutions Manual is meant to accompany Engineering Statistics, 4th Edition by Douglas Montgomery, which
focuses on how statistical tools are integrated into the engineering problem-solving process, this book provides modern
coverage of engineering statistics. It presents a wide range of techniques and methods that engineers will find useful in
professional practice. All major aspects of engineering statistics are covered, including descriptive statistics, probability and
probability distributions, building regression models, designing and analyzing engineering experiments, and more.

Statistical Quality Control
Revised and expanded, this Second Edition continues to explore the modern practice of statistical quality control, providing
comprehensive coverage of the subject from basic principles to state-of-the-art concepts and applications. The objective is
to give the reader a thorough grounding in the principles of statistical quality control and a basis for applying those
principles in a wide variety of both product and nonproduct situations. Divided into four parts, it contains numerous
changes, including a more detailed discussion of the basic SPC problem-solving tools and two new case studies, expanded
treatment on variable control charts with new examples, a chapter devoted entirely to cumulative-sum control charts and
exponentially-weighted, moving-average control charts, and a new section on process improvement with designed
experiments.

Statistics for Engineering and the Sciences Student Solutions Manual
Praise for the First Edition "[t]he book is great for readers who need to apply the methods and models presented but have
little background in mathematics and statistics." -MAA Reviews Thoroughly updated throughout, Introduction to Time Series
Analysis and Forecasting, Second Edition presents the underlying theories of time series analysis that are needed to
analyze time-oriented data and construct real-world short- to medium-term statistical forecasts. Authored by highlyexperienced academics and professionals in engineering statistics, the Second Edition features discussions on both popular
and modern time series methodologies as well as an introduction to Bayesian methods in forecasting. Introduction to Time
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Series Analysis and Forecasting, Second Edition also includes: Over 300 exercises from diverse disciplines including health
care, environmental studies, engineering, and finance More than 50 programming algorithms using JMP®, SAS®, and R that
illustrate the theory and practicality of forecasting techniques in the context of time-oriented data New material on
frequency domain and spatial temporal data analysis Expanded coverage of the variogram and spectrum with applications
as well as transfer and intervention model functions A supplementary website featuring PowerPoint® slides, data sets, and
select solutions to the problems Introduction to Time Series Analysis and Forecasting, Second Edition is an ideal textbook
upper-undergraduate and graduate-levels courses in forecasting and time series. The book is also an excellent reference for
practitioners and researchers who need to model and analyze time series data to generate forecasts.

Introduction to Statistical Quality Control
Montgomery, Runger, and Hubele provide modern coverage of engineering statistics, focusing on how statistical tools are
integrated into the engineering problem-solving process. All major aspects of engineering statistics are covered, including
descriptive statistics, probability and probability distributions, statistical test and confidence intervals for one and two
samples, building regression models, designing and analyzing engineering experiments, and statistical process control.
Developed with sponsorship from the National Science Foundation, this revision incorporates many insights from the
authors? teaching experience along with feedback from numerous adopters of previous editions.

Applied Statistics and Probability for Engineers
Introduction to Engineering Statistics and Lean Sigma
This book presents an organized approach to quality management, control, and improvement. Because quality problems
usually are the outcome of uncontrolled or excessive variability, statistical tools and other analytical methods play an
important role in solving these problems. However, these techniques need to be implemented within a management
structure that will ensure success. This text focuses on both the management structure and the statistical and analytical
tools. It organizes and presents this material according to many years of teaching, research, and professional practice
across a wide range of business and industrial settings.

Introduction to Statistical Process Control
Formerly titled Quality Control, the field's most accessible introduction to quality has been renamed and revamped to focus
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on quantitative aspects of quality improvement. New chapters on Lean Enterprise, Six Sigma, Experimental Design, and
Taguchi's Quality Engineering have been added, and this new Ninth Edition adds comprehensive coverage of fundamental
statistical quality improvement concepts. A practical state-of-the-art approach is stressed throughout, and sufficient theory
is presented to ensure that students develop a solid understanding of basic quality principles. To improve accessibility,
probability and statistical techniques are presented through simpler math or developed via tables and charts. As with
previous editions, this text is written to serve a widely diverse audience of students, including the growing number of “math
shy” individuals who must play key roles in quality improvement.

Managing, Controlling, and Improving Quality
Student Solutions Manual Engineering Statistics, 5e
This book provides hands-on tutorials with just the right amount of conceptual and motivational material to illustrate how to
use the intuitive interface for data analysis in JMP. Each chapter features concept-specific tutorials, examples, brief reviews
of concepts, step-by-step illustrations, and exercises. Updated for JMP 13, JMP Start Statistics, Sixth Edition includes many
new features, including: The redesigned Formula Editor. New and improved ways to create formulas in JMP directly from the
data table or dialogs. Interface updates, including improved menu layout. Updates and enhancements in many analysis
platforms. New ways to get data into JMP and to save and share JMP results. Many new features that make it easier to use
JMP.

Minitab Manual Design and Analysis of Experiments
Praise for the Fourth Edition "As with previous editions, the authors have produced a leading textbook on regression."
—Journal of the American Statistical Association A comprehensive and up-to-date introduction to the fundamentals of
regression analysis Introduction to Linear Regression Analysis, Fifth Edition continues to present both the conventional and
less common uses of linear regression in today’s cutting-edge scientific research. The authors blend both theory and
application to equip readers with an understanding of the basic principles needed to apply regression model-building
techniques in various fields of study, including engineering, management, and the health sciences. Following a general
introduction to regression modeling, including typical applications, a host of technical tools are outlined such as basic
inference procedures, introductory aspects of model adequacy checking, and polynomial regression models and their
variations. The book then discusses how transformations and weighted least squares can be used to resolve problems of
model inadequacy and also how to deal with influential observations. The Fifth Edition features numerous newly added
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topics, including: A chapter on regression analysis of time series data that presents the Durbin-Watson test and other
techniques for detecting autocorrelation as well as parameter estimation in time series regression models Regression
models with random effects in addition to a discussion on subsampling and the importance of the mixed model Tests on
individual regression coefficients and subsets of coefficients Examples of current uses of simple linear regression models
and the use of multiple regression models for understanding patient satisfaction data. In addition to Minitab, SAS, and SPLUS, the authors have incorporated JMP and the freely available R software to illustrate the discussed techniques and
procedures in this new edition. Numerous exercises have been added throughout, allowing readers to test their
understanding of the material. Introduction to Linear Regression Analysis, Fifth Edition is an excellent book for statistics and
engineering courses on regression at the upper-undergraduate and graduate levels. The book also serves as a valuable,
robust resource for professionals in the fields of engineering, life and biological sciences, and the social sciences.

Introduction to Time Series Analysis and Forecasting
A companion to Mendenhall and Sincich’s Statistics for Engineering and the Sciences, Sixth Edition, this student resource
offers full solutions to all of the odd-numbered exercises.

INTRODUCTION TO STATISTICAL QUALITY CONTROL.
Run-to-Run Control in Semiconductor Manufacturing
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